
SAGAMIKO RESORT PLEASURE FOREST  
*DAI BOKEN Tour (DBK) (2518209B) 

 
TOUR DATE: Saturday, July 28 
 
TOUR COST: $51 Adult     $38 Child (11 ~ 3)     $6 Infant 
 
MILEAGE:  No Mileage 
 
DESCRIPTION: 
Sagamiko Resort Pleasure Forest is a fun amusement park that is located next to Lake Sagami. Two 
types of go-carts, pirate ship swing like a pendulum, kid’s coaster, swing type ride that rotate around 
a tower, merry-go-around and more!  And, PICASSO-NO TAMAGO (Picasso's egg) is a course type 
of attraction that has colorful strange shape of obstacles. Children use imagination to find a route and 
play with it! Total 16 obstacles such as Movement system, Balance system, Labyrinth system… what 
you can or cannot, it will be a good learning yardstick.  In the summertime only, you could jump into 
‘Jabu-Jabu Paradise’ that Play Pool section (Not for swimming and not required to wear swim suits) 
and get wet!! (http://www.sagamiko-resort.jp/english/). 
 
CANCELLATION POLICY: 
Cancellations can be made by phone or walk-in during ITT Office hours of operation. 

If guest cancellation is made by July 25 - 100% Refund 

If guest cancellation is made on July 26 - 20% deductible is assessed 

If guest cancellation is made on July 27 - 30% deductible is assessed 

All other cancellations or failure to show for tour - No Refund 
  
MEALS: 
It is recommended that you bring food and enough yen to cover the cost of meals and snacks. 
 
SPECIAL NOTES: 
Please notify ITT staff of any special needs you may have that may impact the tour; e.g. wheelchair 
accessibility, physical or health disabilities, etc. 
 
It is recommend bringing swim suits and towels. Coin lockers are also available at Jabu-Jabu 
paradise (has a NO TATTOO policy).  
 
Wear layered clothing for maximum comfort. 
 
PICK-UP TIME: 
Ikego departure time - 0730 (by request only) 
 
TOUR SCHEDULE: 
0815  Depart from behind MWR Building (behind STARBUCKS) 
1000   Arrive Sagamiko Pleasure Forest Amusement Park 
1600   Depart Sagamiko Pleasure Forest Amusement Park 
  Drop-off at Ikego 
1800  Arrive behind MWR Building 
 
FOR DETAILS, CONTACT ITT AT 241-5056. 

http://www.sagamiko-resort.jp/english/

